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Introduction

Wavelet-based methods for the automatic detec-
tion of EEG epileptic phenomena is preferred last
time as a method for identification of certain type
of shape of electrographic signals, especially when
the effectiveness is compared with the Fourier meth-
od of EEG data analysis. Namely, ability to identi-
fy of signals with not-stationary characteristics is in
favor for wavelet analysis advantages [1–4].

The net preference of WT for the automatic de-
tection of epileptiform discharges have been shown
on absence — like EEG pattern of activity (spike
— wave bursts) [5-8]. Different types of wavelets
with the fixed mother properties, which are identi-
fied by researches logically, such as Mexican hat,
Daubechies 2 and similar are used successfully [1;
8]. Meanwhile, it is of great importance is to detect
appearance of single spike of sharp wave, which is
happened during interictal period [9–11]. Unpredict-
able character of the precipitation of such pheno-
mena is in favor for the preferable usage of CWT as
a main technology.

Hence, the aim of work was to develop CWT for
detection of single spikes or/ and sharp waves in pa-
tients EEG during interictal period.

Materials and Methods of Investigation

Hence in this work we present the further de-
velopment of idea on marginal recalculation of
wavelet coefficient with known scale. Some princi-
ples of automatic parameters of algorithm for the

usage of mother wavelets recalculations are also
worked out.

The process of conversion of the initially contin-
uous signal which is registered by one EEG lead
ξ (t) into discrete form and x(i) might be described
by equation:

   [ ] [ ]D Dx( i ) ( i ) ( t ) ( t i )= ξ ⋅ ∆ = ξ ⋅δ − ∆ (1)

where [ ] — operator of the sampling, ∆D — samp-
ling frequency, δ(t)— Dirac delta function.

Wavelet function, which is determined in space
L2(R) also is satisfactorily localized both time and
frequency coordinates. Continuous wavelet trans-
form (CWT) W (a,b) of discrete signal which is
made on the basis mother wavelet ψ0(t) is per-
formed in accordance to the equation:
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where a — the scale of analysis, b — time, ψ0
*(t) —

complex conjugate function of ψ0(t).
The central part of wavelet function ψ0(t) is pos-

sessed by a certain frequency value f ψ
center, when the

amplitude of signal is maximal:

0ψ →ˆ ( f )  max (3)

where ψ̂0(f) — the result of Fourier transformation
of function ψ0(t).

The central frequency determines the frequency
component of data, which causes the maximal in-
fluence upon the wavelet coefficients. Hence, inclu-
sion of the sampling of the initial signal as well as
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changes of wavelet scale permits to identify fre-
quency components of data which causes maximal
influence upon the wavelet coefficients of certain
scale.

Let us take that epileptic manifestations are ob-
served at certain frequency bandwidth [flow; fhigh].
In this case the corresponded bandwidth of scales
of wavelet transformation will be described by
equation:

  = low higha ;a
ψ ψ = ⋅ ⋅ center Д high center Д low( f f / f );( f f / f )

(4)

where fД = 1 / ∆ — frequency of sampling of the ini-
tial data.

It is necessary to create the descriptive sequence
E (i) on the basis of calculated bandwidth of scales,
which permits to identify the presence or absence of
proper phenomena and their location in accordance
to time-schedule.

The presence of local phenomena with the even
well defined local frequency in the row of data is ex-
pected to have effect upon wavelet coefficients in rath-
er high bandwidth of scales; despite wavelet function
is well localized in frequency zone. Taking into con-
sideration this fact, it is reasonable to substitute rela-
tively small bandwidth of scales with the logically ac-
cepted one, such as averaged scale as an example.

But in the case of wide bandwidth of scales it is
possible to attract more complicated methods of
creation of descriptive sequence, which also serves
for the heightening of the effectiveness of analysis.
For example, the weighted sum of wavelet coeffi-
cients determined at different scales as well as their
minimal and maximal values might used with such
a purpose.

In our case the descriptive sequence is created in
accordance to the equation:
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The calculation of second degree of wavelet co-
efficients permits to increase the contrast of descrip-
tive sequence while dividing by the dispersion of the
epoch of analysis σ2

epoch — provides invariant state
of algorithm with regard to the scale of initial data
and partially increase the resistance to perturbations.

Comparative analysis of the algorithm

With the aim of verification of the developed al-
gorithm it was used for the analysis of the same test
data, which have been used by other authors [9,10].
Taking into consideration that single spikes and

sharp waves correlates with alpha rhythm, the
bandwidth which was under analysis was restrict-
ed by 8 and 13 Hz.

Effectiveness of algorithm was estimated via cal-
culation of sensitivity and specificity coefficients:

    =
+sensitivity
TPR

TP FN
,

(6)

1 += − =
+ + + +specificity
TN TP FNR

(TP FN ) TN (TP FN ) TN

where TP — number of true phenomena which have
been correctly identified, FN — number of missed phe-
nomena, TN — number of false marked segments which
does not contain phenomen which is under seeking.

Unusual type of equation for the coefficient of
specificity Rspecificity is explained by the fact of the
absence of possibility of correct determination of FP
in case of identification of missed EEG elements of
analysis, which are not phenomena. That is why pro-
posed approach for Rspecificity calculation is proper
for the free from errors algorithm work.

Results and Discussion

The results of identification of spikes and sharp
waves in the group of 30 EEG segments, which con-
tain 52 phenomena and 40 segments which contain
different type of artifacts are presented in table 1.

Results revealed some sort of difference between
theoretically based equation — calculated and
artificially identified values which was made for
each wavelet separately, but they are rather similar
(see Table 1). The undulation of the effectiveness of
algorithm with the usage of different parameters to
poor and better results is clear as well.

The example of automatic culculation of the effec-
tiveness of the usage of wavelet Symlet of third order
for the identification of epileptic phenomena (Fig. 1).

Table 1
Comparative Effectiveness of
Automatic Analysis of Data

      
Parameters

             Type of work with parameters

Manual Automatic

Value of scale

mexhat 7 6

db2 20 16

Sensitivity

mexhat 0.83 0.83

db2 0.83 0.69

Specificity

mexhat 0.93 0.98
db2 1 1
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У статті розглянуто приклад застосування апарату без-
перервного вейвлет-перетворювання для автоматичного
виявлення епілептичних проявів на міжнападовій електро-
енцефалограмі. Був розроблений принцип автоматичного
обчислення діапазону масштабів вейвлет-коефіцієнтів та
формування описової послідовності для аналізу епілептич-
них проявів. Представлено порівняння результативності ро-
боти алгоритму з ручним та автоматичним визначенням па-
раметрів аналізу.
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Presented results show the effective usage of
CWT for the automatic detection of spikes and
sharp waves in EEG and might be useful for more
precise interpretation of gained data on their char-
acteristics [1; 4]. Hence, gained data are in favor that
the automatization of the recalculation of parame-
ters in accordance to proposed algorithm reveals the
way for easy testing of different types of wavelets
with the consequent identification most proper
one(s) for effective analysis of EEG.

Conclusions

CWT which converts frequency — time coordi-
nates into scale-time one proved to be effective for
the automatic detection of interictal epileptic phe-
nomena, effectiveness of which is comparable with
that one which might be achieved by expert analy-
sis of EEG.
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Fig. 1. Example of effectiveness of algorithm: 1 —
sensitivity; 2 — specificity




